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Partnership and Performance 
Kilncraigs, Greenside Street, Alloa, FK10 1EB 
Telephone: 01259 450000   

Memo 
 

To: 
 
Lindsay Thomson 
Senior Manager 
Legal and Governance 
Kilncraigs 
Alloa 
FK10 1EB 
 

From: Paul Fair, Licensing Standards Officer 

  Extension: 01259 452091 
 

 Email: pfair@clacks.gov.uk 

Our Ref: PF/CLSO/T1655/PH1/PH21 

Your Ref: 19/00797/TD3 

Date: 26 August 2021 

 

Civic Government (Scotland) Act, 1982 
Application for the Renewal of Private Hire Car Licence PH1 and Other Matters 
including the grant of a new Private Hire Car Operators Licence. 
Eamon Sweeney  

1. In terms of Schedule 1, paragraph 3 of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act, 1982 (the Act) I 
wish to make a representation in relation to the renewal of private Hire car licence PH1 
currently held by Eamon Sweeney and the grant of a new private hire car operators licence.  

2. This representation asks that the Regulatory Committee consider the information contained 
in paragraphs 3-44, before coming to a decision as to whether or not to renew and grant the 
licences applied for.  

3. The representation further asks that the Regulatory Committee consider the position of the 
other 3 licences held by Mr Sweeney (T1655, PH21 and T4). 

4. The representation centres around the declaration of a speeding conviction from 2016, on 
the application to renew the operators licence, lodged by Mr Sweeney, in relation to Private 
Hire Car PH1. 

5. Mr Sweeney has confirmed that he is the only person that has ever completed and signed 
any application in his name. 

6. Mr Sweeney currently holds 3 licences issued to him, and is the joint holder of a 4th licence 
with another taxi operator where he is named as the day to day manager. 

7. The full details of the licences held by Mr Sweeney are listed in appendix A, and will be 
referred to in this document as T1655, PH1, PH21 and T4. 

8. Taxi Driver Licence No. T1655 : Sometime prior to 2019 Mr Sweeney was granted Taxi 
Driver licence No T1655, records relating to his original application have been destroyed.  

9. On 17 or 19 October, 2019 Mr Sweeney accepted a fixed penalty notice of 3 penalty points 
and a £100 fine in relation to a speeding offence involving a taxi being then used in 
Clackmannanshire. 

10. In accordance with the conditions of his taxi driver licence Mr Sweeney correctly notified the 
licensing Authority of this conviction.  He is aware of this responsibility. 

11. On the renewal application dated 23 December 2019 relating to taxi driver licence No T1655, 
Mr Sweeney declared 2 convictions, the first was the conviction of 19 October, 2019 
(although dated 17 October) and the other declared as “expired, 9970 Leeds, SP50, 3 
points, £100 fine” 
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12. The keyword in the declaration of the second conviction is “expired” as such the Licensing 
Authority took no consideration of that conviction. 

13. The matter of the relevant and recent conviction was reported to the Regulatory Committee, 
and at a hearing, which only considered the impact of this single conviction on his fitness to 
hold a licence, the licence was granted with no additional conditions, albeit for a restricted 
period of 1 year instead of the 3 year period applied for. 

14. The conviction of 17/19 October, 2019 relates to driving motor vehicle at excessive speed- 
(43 mph in a 30mph area). The vehicle was a taxi and in use at the time, however Mr 
Sweeney stated there were no passengers in the vehicle when the offence was detected by 
the Camera Safety Partnership. 

15. Private Hire Car Operator Licence No. PH21: On 22 April 2021, Mr Sweeney applied for 
this licence, completed the application form and declared a single conviction on the 
application form. The conviction declared was the 2019, speeding conviction previously 
referred to. On the basis of this, the application was granted under delegated powers. 

16. Private Hire Car Operator Licence No. PH1: Sometime prior to August 2019 (earlier 
records have been deleted) Mr Sweeney was granted private hire car licence No PH1, on the 
application to renew this licence dated 31 July 2020, Mr Sweeney has declared two speeding 
convictions, 1 is the 2019 conviction previously mentioned and the other is declared in the 
following terms “11-2016, Cheshire, SP50, 3 points £100 fine”. 

17. This is the first time the “2016” conviction appears in these terms on any licensing application 
lodged by Mr Sweeney. 

18. The 2016 conviction relates to an incident where Mr Sweeney was driving an HGV at 
excessive speed through a speed restriction connected to ongoing roadworks on a 
motorway. He believes the incident was on the M6 near Knutford. 

19. The renewal of PH1 was granted in August 2020. 

20. On 16 July, 2021, Mr Sweeney lodged a further renewal application for PH1, and on this 
occasion 2 convictions are declared, the “2019” conviction and on this occasion the “2016” 
Conviction is declared in slightly different terms, “16-11-2016, Cheister (sic), SP50, 3points 
£100.00 Fine”. 

21. During the consultation process I recalled that Mr Sweeney had previously appeared before 
the Regulatory Committee, and that the report only referred to a single conviction. 

22. Private Hire Car Operator (Unallocated No.)  New Application: On 30 July, 2021 Mr 
Sweeney lodged an application for a new private hire car licence, on the application, Mr 
Sweeney has declared two speeding convictions, 1 is the 2019 conviction previously 
mentioned and the other is declared in the following terms “16-11-2016, Cheshire, SP50, 3 
points plus £100 fine”. 

23. Taxi Operator Licence T4 : Mr Sweeney is named on this licence as a day to day manager 
only, the principal licence holder is another taxi operator. No convictions relating to Mr 
Sweeney have ever been declared on the application for this licence, which is issued jointly 
in the name of the principal partnership and Mr Sweeney. 

24. Research of all licence applications made by Mr Sweeney revealed the anomalies described 
in the preceding paragraphs. 

25. There is a clear potential benefit from a failure to correctly declare convictions on an 
application for any taxi driver or taxi/private hire car operator licences. 

26. It is well known in the taxi/phc trade in Clackmannanshire, that the Regulatory Committee 
has taken a robust stance on licensed drivers who have collected multiple convictions or 
fixed penalties relating to driving matters, particularly where they relate to public safety 
issues such as speeding. 
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27. In this case had the second conviction been brought to the attention of the Regulatory 
Committee at the hearing of 27 October, 2020,  they may have come to a different decision 
in relation to Mr Sweeney’s taxi driver licence. 

28. In an effort to establish whether or not the repeated omission of the “2016” conviction from a 
number of application forms was deliberate, an oversight or perhaps even a 
misunderstanding of the disclosure requirements, Mr Sweeney was interviewed (by 
telephone) on 26 August, 2021, in relation to the discovery. 

29. Mr Sweeney’s explanation was noted as he made it, and read back to him to confirm it had 
been noted accurately. Paragraph 28 contains the comments made by Mr Sweeney. 

30. “I have always put the two convictions on every application I have made. They are certainly 
on them all, I know the older one is not yet spent, and that I still have to put it on, I think its 
November this year that its spent. Every time I have done an application I have definitely put 
them both on the forms. If you have the forms I handed in they are certainly both on every 
one”. 

31. As can be seen Mr Sweeney is adamant, and this position was clarified several times during 
the call, that both convictions have been declared on each occasion he has lodged an 
application. He actually made comment that if they (the convictions) were not on the form 
then they must have “disappeared”, however although he subsequently accepted that this 
was an unreasonable supposition he remained unwavering from his positon that he had 
always correctly declared both convictions. 

32. Due to Mr Sweeney’s position of certainty that it was declared on each occasion he was 
required to do so, I am unable to draw any inferences or form any opinion as to why the 
“2016 conviction” was omitted from a number of applications forms. 

33. Digital copies of the application forms referred to will be included with this report and these 
copies are images of the original documents, which are scanned on receipt by the licensing 
team. 

34. The final matter of concern is connected to a complaint made in relation to the conduct of Mr 
Sweeney, whilst operating a taxi of Private hire car in Alloa.  

35. The circumstances of the event are that on 17 May, 2021, a driver employed by a competing 
company collected a properly pre booked fare from outside the Asda Supermarket.  

36. The passenger was a 69 year old lady.  

37. At the time of the pick Mr Sweeney was in the vicinity of the pick up point calling out for a 
passenger by name who did not come forward.  

38. The complainer drove off with the fare, however noticed that Mr Sweeney was now following 
him closely in his car.  

39. The complainer stopped at his destination in Sauchie and as he was assisting the 69 year 
old fare from the vehicle Mr Sweeney approached him and made accusations that the fare 
had been “stolen” from a booking made to Mr Sweeney.   

40. The complainer suggested Mr Sweeney was aggressive and demanded his name and 
address.  

41. A short debate ensued, which resulted in the elderly lady becoming upset and distressed as 
she was made to feel that the incident was her fault.  

42. When spoken to in relation to this matter Mr Sweeney stated, initially that he could not 
remember the incident, then changed his position to claim that the incident could not have 
happened as he would have remembered it. 

43. I am aware that there are frequent debates and disputes between taxi drivers in 
Clackmannanshire, however such incidents occurring the presence of fare paying 
passengers, which place those customers in a state of upset or distress are unacceptable. 
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44. In all the circumstances the Regulatory Committee are asked to consider whether or not Mr 
Eamon Sweeney continues to be a fit a proper person to hold any of the licences (PH1, 
PH21, T4, and T1655) granted to him by Clackmannanshire Council, and whether or not he 
is a fit an proper person to hold the new Private Hire Car licence he has applied for. 

 

Paul Fair 

Civic Licensing Standards Officer. 
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Appendix A 
 
List and details of Taxi/PHC licences Held by Mr Eamon Sweeney. 

Plate/Badge No Type of Licence Date of issue Date of expiry 

PH1 Private Hire Car Operator 
Licence 31 August 2020 31 August 2021 

PH21 Private Hire Car Operator 
Licence 31 May 2021 31 May 2022 

T4 (named only as day 
to day manager) Taxi Operator licence 30 April, 2021 30 April 2022 

T1655 Taxi Driver Licence (3yrs) 31 January 2021 12 July 2022  (Due to DL expiry)* 

PH (Unallocated No.) Private Hire Car Operator Not yet granted. Applied for 31/07/2021 
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